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Abstract-We give two domain decomposition algorithms, provably convergent irrespective of the 
size of the skew symmetric part of the operator being decomposed. The first is fine grained parallel 
at the level of individual elements. The second is coarse gained parallel. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this report we describe a new approach to domain decomposition for problems with large skew- 
symmetric part, as well as a novel application of operator splitting ideas. We describe two limiting 
applications: splitting into one subdomain per element (fine grain) and splitting into two large 
subdomains (coarse grain). There are numerous intermediate cases which are described in [1,2]. 
The presentation is in the context of finite element methods using linear elements, although 
there are quite general formulations underlying both algorithms. In this spirit, miscellaneous 
small restrictions are placed upon the formulation herein when those restrictions shorten and 
clarify the presentation; see [1,2] for the general case. The main essential condition herein is that 
the symmetric parts of the (3 x 3) 1 e ement matrices are positive definite. 
The next section presents the finite element mesh, stiffness matrix, etc., and the massively 
parallel procedure. The final section considers division into two subdomains using conforming 
elements. Implementation of these algorithms on parallel architectures is currently underway, 
and case studies shall be presented when completed. 
2. THE FINITE ELEMENT SYSTEM AND THE FIRST ALGORITHM 
Let Q C R2 be a polyhedral domain, triangulated into a set of triangles or elements e E II’(n). 
We assume the triangulation is edge to edge and (for compactness of exposition) an even number 
of triangles meet at each interior vertex. The simplest example uses discontinuous linear elements 
(Crouzeix and Raviart [3]) w h ose nodes are at triangle mid-edges. The span of the basis functions 
associated with the nodes of IIh(D) is denoted Vh. 
Finite element approximation to second order elliptic boundary value problems of the form: 
-Au+beVu+V.(bu)+cu=f, inR, Vu.n=OonI’=8Q2, 
leads to the following problem in Vh. We seek uh E Vh satisfying: 
C (u,(uh, u) - (I, V)L~(~)) = 0, for all v E Vh. 
eEn”(n) 
(2-l) 
Here ee(uh, v) := s, Vu h . Vu + b. Vuhv - huh . Vu + cuv dx, is the usual elemental bilinear form. 
Henceforth, we always suppose c 2 CO > 0 in !? so that the symmetric part of the matrix arising 
will be positive definite. 
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Figure 1. The two node orderings, illustrated. 
Blxk(=gray) node ordering: (l), (2), . . . , (9), continuing to node 49 
Red(=white) node ordering: 1,2,3,. . . ,49 
Note that for clarity the black node ordering has 
only been given for the first 9 nodes. 
The finite element mesh IIh(Q) is colored by a red-black type coloring of triangles. There is 
a red node ordering of all nodes and a black node ordering of all nodes. For example, the red 
ordering enumerates the nodes so that nodes in each red triangle are numbered consecutively. 
The black ordering is performed m&&is mutandis. Figure 1 is an example of a colored mesh and 
its two node orderings. 
Associated with each node Nj is a finite element basis function 4j. If uh is expanded as 
Uh = d1gde,cj4j(z)j th e 1 inear system arising from (2.1) can be written as (f = AC), for all 
Nj 
nodes NE : 
(2.2) 
Split the stiffness matrix (the R.H.S. of the previous line) into A = ARED + ABLACK with 
&ED/BLACK = c ae($j 7 4k)* P-3) 
&n”(n) 
e RED/BLACK 
(rap.1 
The key observation of the first, element-by-element method is: with the red (black, respective) 
node ordering the matrix ARED (black, respective) is block diagonal. Each diagonal block of 
ARED (black, resp.) is an element matrix of the corresponding red (black, resp.) triangle in the 
mesh. 
With the element matrices stored, the algorithm is now a very simple application of a splitting 
method (we give it here with the Peaceman-Rachford [4] procedure). The residual vector is 
permuted between phases. 
ALGORITHM. Given ciLACK and p > 0, compute until satisfied: 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
rBLACK = fBLACK - (ABLACK - P$&,AcK, black element by black element, 
REORDER rBLACK into rRED 
SOLVE, red element by red element, (ARED + ~1) ckED = rRED 
rRED := fRED - (ARED - PI) CkED, red element by red element, 
REORDER rRED into rgLACK 
SOLVE, black element by black element, (ABLACK + pl) cLB+L’ACK = rBLACK 
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This generates two approximations u$LACK and t&,, which both converge to uh as .! - 00 
and to 21 as e - 00 and h - 0, [2]. Phases I, III, IV and VI contain all the arithmetic 
calculation and are perfectly parallel at the level of individual triangles. 
4 + 
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Figure 2. 
3. DIVISION INTO TWO SUBDOMAINS 
Suppose Q is triangulated as in the previous section. Consider the finite element space asso- 
ciated with three nodes, conforming linears whose nodes are the vertices of the triangulation. 
Associated with each (vertex) node Nj is a basis function 4j(z). The domain R is divided into 
two subdomains, 0~ and RR, separated by an interface I following inter-element boundaries 
(Figure 2). The variational formulation is exactly (2.1) f rom the previous section, where now 
Vh := span {& : all nodes Nj}. We split the stiffness matrix A now as: A = AL + AR where: 
If the nodes are ordered, first 
and AR have the structure: 
those in RL - I, then those on I, then those in RR - I, then AL 
so that any linear system of the form (pI+ AL/R) reduces to a smaller subsystem for the degrees 
of freedom in I U RL/Q R, respectively. Note that AL,R have positive semidefini2e symmetric 
parts and large nullspaces. The algorithm now involves operator splitting with, for example, the 
Peaceman-Rachford procedure: 
ALGORITHM. Given ci and p > 0, compute until satisfied: 
I. @I+ A&z’ = f - (AL - pI)c; 
II. (pI + AL)ci+l = f - (AR - pI)ck+‘. 
In [2] it is proven that ui and a& generated by this procedure, converge to uh as 1- oo and 
to u as ! - 00 and h - 0. This convergence result seems to be outside the normal theory 
for Peaceman-Rachford [4] procedures [5-71. See [8] f or more on the linear algebraic side of this 
convergence theory. 
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